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London to Become World’s 1st National Park City
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• Mayor: 50% 




London’s Gardens are Going Grey
Urban Good/GiGL (Greenspace breakdown, Greater London); 1 GLA, London Environment Strategy (2018); 2 Smith, 
Chloe, London Wildlife Trust, GiGL & GLA, London: Garden City? (2010); 3 Haydow et al State of Nature 2016
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We Need to Rewild Our Streets
Siân & Jon Moxon (altered photos courtesy of Daniel Case, Super.lukas, Didier Descouens, Ninjatacoshell, Peter 
Mulligan, Claus Rebler, Karen Arnold)
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Architectural Drawings | Species - Sectional Perspective
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Sectional Perspective | Key - Species weblinks
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Sectional Perspective | Example Species Weblink: Hedgehog
Hedgehog Street
Architectural Drawings | Habitats - Street Plan 
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Street Plan | Key – Habitat weblinks
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Street Plan | Example Habitat Weblink: Meadow
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Architectural Drawings | Products - Garden Elevation & key 
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Architectural Drawings | Products - Street Elevation & key 
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Street Elevations | Example Product Weblink: Greening
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Architectural Drawings | Activities - Isometric
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Isometric | Key - Activities weblinks
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Isometric Key | Example Activity Weblink: Mini pond
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Next Steps | Patterns - Tips guide
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Wild Makeover
1. Quick fix 
Log pile








Window box  
See rewildmystreet.org for other wild makeover activities, plus expert information on urban wildlife species, 
habitats & products
2. For instant impact 







Crocus planter & plants
Plant up window boxes
Brighten your street & attract 
bees with instant colour
*****
£££
30 mins; low skill
Tips: try native, colourful, scented or drought-tolerant plants
After care: water regularly when dry; replace top layer of compost annually; cut back or replace plants after 
flowering for seasonal interest
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